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Soak-Off Nail Gel (3 NEW Colors)
Tammy Taylor "Soak-Off Nail Gel" is so Simple to
Use, ONE Gel Does It All!
Base gel, Builder gel and Top gel... In One Amazing
Formula.
"Today I am announcing 3 Brand New Color Gel
additions to the Tammy Taylor "Soak-Off Nail Gel" Line.


And, to help you get all of your favorite Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gels
including your 3 New Colors, I have put together a Wonderful Special for
you:

FREE - Two of the 1/4 oz. Tammy Taylor Nail Gels (your choice of colors) when
you purchase Two 1/4 oz. Tammy Taylor Nail Gels (your choice of colors)."
Tammy Taylor


A Flexible, Easy to apply, Simple Step-by-Step, NonOdor, (U.V. cure), Color Nail Gel System



You basically cannot make a mistake, it is that easy.
You are in total control; when you want to build, you
can build; when you want to blend, you can blend; and
if you want to brush on a thin overlay that looks like nail
polish, for chip free manicures and pedicures; you can
do that also.



Especially great for clients with thin natural nails,
damaged natural nails, split natural nails, long natural
nails, flexible natural nails, and brittle natural nails.

"Click Here to See a Slide Show of Tammy demonstrating her New Gel"

Pinkalicious- Bright Rosy
Pink

Fairy Princess- Frosty Pink with Sparkle

http://www.TammyTaylorNails.com
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Stardust- Crystal Clear Gel
with Sparkle, use on top of
your Gel Colors to give
them some sparkle, or use
all by itself

Whitest White- this our whitest Gel it is
a very opaque white, similar to the color
of our California French White Polish

Sheer Pinkest Pink- this is
our pinkest Gel but it is
sheer so it still looks natural
without being too bright

Peaches'n'Cream- a slightly opaque light
natural looking peach color

Nude Beige- a slightly
opaque natural looking
color that just seems to
blend in with each skin tone

Natural White- an opaque white that is
still very white but it is a little less white
than the Whitest White Gel

Natural Light Pink- a
slightly opaque light pink,
similar to the color of our
California French Pink
Polish
Clear with UV- crystal clear
with a slight blue UV
inhibitor, keeps your pink
and white Gels extra bright
and fresh looking
Clear Pink- very clear
with just the slightest hint
of pink, use over the top
of your Gel Nails or all by
itself

Natural Dramatic Pink- a slightly opaque
medium pink for all skin tones, this is our
most versatile pink
Clear Pink with Shimmer- a pink and gold
shimmer is added to our Clear Pink Gel,
use over the top of your Gel Nails to give
some sparkle to your French Manicure or
use it all by itself

Clear - crystal clear, use over the top
of your Gels or all by itself

RED - a true "RED"
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